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What would your group like to say to folks?

History Day in the Park will be highlighting the groups who teach, help protect, and honor local history.

We hope your group’s participation that day in activities and demonstrations of your choice will foster

an appreciation for what came before now that made this area so special. Each of our groups, clubs,

societies has a different focus on local history. Don't we all wish more of our neighbors and fellow

residents knew more about what we do, how important it is, and how it impacts our lives here and now?

And can't we all use more supporters, members, and volunteers! 

But how to engage, enthuse, and educate them?

Here's some interactive ideas we've run across that your group might find inspiration from. Feel free to

use any of these as simply a springboard to tailor your experience to your group's resources, interests,

and abilities.

Some activities require a lot of prep, others not so much. Some require a lot of participants on the actual

days other not so much. If your group has other plans for the month, week, even the actual day: We

know you can do something to get your association and mission noticed. Even a single representative,

with a single interesting activity, can make a difference to your mission and our community.

So here's some ideas gathered from successful outreach events. We hope

these will serve as a springboard for your advocates!

Show by-gone trades and craftmanship such as broom making, basket-weaving, Spinning, Weaving,

Woodworking. If you have members with talents but only a short window of availability that day, schedule them

one at a time and keep your display interactive all day long. 

Involve your visitors with simple crafts that pertain to your group's focus. A child-friendly zigsaw puzzle that,

when put together, shows a child in period clothing? (insert graphic here)

Or a game that harkens back to simpler times like horseshoes? Or a ring toss targeting an old wooden crate

holding old bottles. How about a scavenger hunt for things around the park? Here's an outline for a nature hunt to

mine for ideas https://childhood101.com/nature-scavenger-hunt/ 

Rope them in with touchy-feely things: old tools, kitchenware, toys, fossils. You can even turn your activity into

a money-raiser, if you care to. Perhaps a cornhole contest with a modest entry fee? Of course any money raised is

yours to do with as you wish, but remember: we have an Interpretive Center to build, together, for all local

history lovers!

Fascinate them Storytelling is “the best single predictor of children’s emotional health and happiness.” Maybe

just storytelling, with one or two talented volunteers, with blankets for the kiddies to sit on and some chairs for

their elders. Or how about a treasure hunt for fairy doors you’ve hidden throughout the park?
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Surprise them with clothing or props (hats? buggy whips, aprons, fishing poles?) they can use for selfies. (Stage

them in front of a backdrop that includes your group's name and logo for social media bonus!) A fake mustache

or giant rubber fish would be a bonus! Think about various time periods: The Boom Years are a fun focus:

flapper headbands, fringe, Derby hats...

Entertain with historic musical performances, casual or scheduled: Saw music, fiddlers, washboard combos,

dulcimer, sing-alongs. Or demonstrations: Clam tongs? Oyster ropes? Boondoggle-making? If you have a gift

shop or sell books, bring them along.

Involve them: Are you holding a poetry contest? Will you be running a summer camp? An art exhibit or a

lecture series? Give them a little taste of what’s happening at your venue. Or maybe you need a specialized

volunteer: Someone to see after the window boxes, a painter to keep up with the touch-ups, a grant writer or

accountant? Let the public know... you’d be surprised at the talents lying fallow, just waiting for your

encouragement.

Appeal to their senses. Is your group one that has an herb garden? Bring potted plants they can smell and touch.

Play the music your community listened to... or better yet, have instruments the can touch and play. (Washboard,

anyone?) Bring a pet: a Florida cow dog, a prize chicken. Did a famous forbear of your community have a calico

cat?  Can you gather up some Spanish moss and illustrate how it was used in citrus packing?

Give them a takeaway: If you're showing how hoe cakes are made, or what crops were easily raised, create a

simple handout recipe with your contact info on it. Yes, that elegant slick brochure you normally use is terrific...

but create new advocates for your cause with a branded "gift" of a recipe, a list of resources, a child’s activity

sheet, an invitation to your special future event. If you like, have an email newsletter signup sheet.

Above all, remember: Your activity or demonstration doesn’t need to involve a lot of money or

volunteers. It’s your enthusiastic presence that people will remember. We all have limitations we’d

rather not have... but wouldn’t it be wonderful if your participation in History Day in the Park led to

more involvement, more supporters, more enthusiasm?

If there's a suggestion here that you're taking and running with, let Priscilla Brown,

Program Coordinator a Sarasota County Parks, Recreation and Natural Resources, know so we can

"reserve" that activity for you. A wide variety of participatory choices will entice everyone to pay

attention to, learn from, and support our missions! You can reach Priscilla at Phillippi Estate Park, 5500

South Tamiami Trail, Sarasota, FL  34231. Phone 941-316-1309 or pbrown@scgov.net. Questions about

the space we can allot to you? Contact our Event Coordinator, Jane Kirschner, at jane@jaskdesigns.com. 
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